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Abstract 
 
At CERN, the European laboratory for particle physics, work is well underway on the new 
circular particle accelerator Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which will be operational around 
2007. Certain control systems in the LHC use WorldFIP fieldbusses, and in order to supervise 
these systems more efficiently a gateway is being designed. The gateway connects the 
WorldFIP fieldbus to an Ethernet network where an ordinary PC or Programmable Logic 
Controller (PLC) can be used for monitoring and controlling the control systems. This thesis 
describes part of the development of the above-mentioned Ethernet/WorldFIP gateway. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 CERN and the LHC 

 
CERN, the European laboratory for particle physics, is situated right on the border between 
Switzerland and France a few kilometres from Geneva. Established in 1954, CERN is 
financed and managed by its 20 member states, among them Sweden. The most prominent 
part of the laboratory today is the circular particle accelerator Large Hadron Collider (LHC), 
under construction since 2001, where protons and ions will be accelerated to high speeds and 
made to collide. At the time of its completion around 2007, LHC will be the world’s most 
powerful particle accelerator. The study of data from the powerful collisions in the LHC will 
shed new light on the fundamental laws of particle physics.  
 
Among other issues, LHC is expected to provide the foundations for either proving or 
disproving the theory concerning the so-called Higgs particle, which would have a strong 
impact in the field of particle physics. 
 
The core of the LHC is the huge accelerator tunnel, 27 kilometres in circumference, in which 
the particles are circulated. Along the tunnel there are four main detectors, all specialised for 
detection of different collision events. 
 
 
1.2 The project 
 
The work for the project was performed with the Industrial Automation and Supervision 
(IAS) group of the LHC division. The IAS group takes part in the project of creating a 
gateway between two different types of data networks, Ethernet and WorldFIP.  
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2 Information on protocols and standards used 
 
2.1 Fieldbus 
 
In an industrial automation system it is often advantageous to use a serial communications 
system called fieldbus, allowing remote sensors and actuators to exchange data with a control 
system using a single communications link. The major benefits are lower susceptibility to 
noise and a reduction in installation and cabling costs, resulting in more reliable operation and 
a reduction in maintenance costs. 
 
There is a plethora of different fieldbusses available, so in an effort to standardise the systems 
at CERN only three fieldbusses are now used. These are Profibus, the CAN bus and 
WorldFIP, of which the project described herein only involved the latter. 
 
2.2 WorldFIP 
 
WorldFIP is the current name for the factory instrumentation protocol fieldbus, or FIP for 
short, a fieldbus developed and standardised in France. At CERN, the WorldFIP fieldbus will 
be used, among other things, for the LHC power converter controls. 
 
The WorldFIP network nodes, called stations, have one of two possible functions: 
 

- As bus arbitrator (BA), controlling access to the bus 
- As producer/consumer of data variables. 

 
All WorldFIP stations are able to perform these two functions simultaneously, but only one 
station in the network can work as active BA at any given time.  
 
The task of the BA is to scan variables on the network according to a scanning table, which is 
defined upon configuration of the system. This is done by broadcasting a so-called question 
frame containing the name of a variable. All stations connected to the bus receive this frame, 
but only one station recognises the variable name as one that the station has been configured 
to produce, whereas one or more stations recognise the variable as one for which they are 
consumers. The station producing the variable then broadcasts a response frame containing 
the value of the identifier, which then is captured by all stations who are consumers of that 
variable. The BA then goes on to the next variable in the scanning table, a pre-defined table 
of variables to scan, and repeats the same process for the new variable. In this manner the BA 
goes on cycling through the scanning table. 
 
WorldFIP also allows a station to request an aperiodic transfer of a variable. The station then 
sets a flag in one of its periodic response frames, whereupon the BA puts the station in the 
queue for aperiodic transfers. During the next time slot not used for periodic traffic the BA 
signals to the station to transmit a list of the variables requested, and places these variables in 
another queue. The BA then tries to find a free time slot in the scanning table for the aperiodic 
request, which is then handled using the standard procedure for variable transmission 
described above. 
 
Noteworthy WorldFIP features are the built-in functions for handling dual data transmission 
mediums, which provides redundancy and thus increases the reliability and performance of 
the network. 
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2.2.1 The WorldFIP frames 
 
The messages sent over a data network are often referred to as frames. On the WorldFIP 
network there are two basic types of frames used for transmission of variables: the 
variable request (ID_DAT) and variable response (RP_DAT) frames. Every WorldFIP 
frame is placed between information from the physical layer. The frame is placed between 
a frame start sequence (FSS) field and a frame end sequence (FES) field. Also, a control 
byte is added at the beginning of the frame. The control byte is used for identifying the 
type of frame being transmitted, and watching for aperiodic requests. To ensure integrity 
of the data, WorldFIP incorporates a polynomial error checking procedure, which adds 
two frame check sequence (FCS) bytes to the frame. 
 
The resulting frames have the following structure: 
 
 FSS 

2 bytes 

Control 

1 byte 

Identifier 

2 bytes 

FCS 

2 bytes 

FES 

1 byte 

ID-DAT 

 
 
 FSS 

2 bytes 

Control 

1 byte 

DATA 

n bytes ( n <= 128 

FCS

2 bytes

FES

1 byte

RP-DAT 

 
 
The DATA field can contain up to 128 bytes from the application layer. 
 
Variables are transported on the network inside Protocol Data Units (PDU) placed in the 
DATA field of the frames, usually in so-called ‘compact value’ PDUs. The transmission 
of a 16-bit integer would be transported in a PDU coded as follows: 
 
 

40H 02H 16 bit integer 

PDU length 

Type of PDU = compact value PDU 
 
2.2.2 MicroFIP and FullFIP2 
 
There are a few different communication coprocessors available for the WorldFIP fieldbus, 
with facilities such as network management embedded on the chip. The processors of interest 
for this project are those for MicroFIP and FullFIP2, which supply various levels of 
implementation of the WorldFIP services. FullFIP2 is, as implied by the name, the more 
advanced of these two. In short, the specification differences of interest are as follows: 
 
FullFIP2: Implements most of the WorldFIP services. 
  Operates at the four standard WorldFIP speeds: 

31,25 kbps, 1 Mbps, 2,5 Mbps (copper) and 5 Mbps (optical). 
Can send and read long variables. 
Requires large size of memory. 

 
MicroFIP: Not able to take on the role of bus arbitrator. 
  Operates at the three lower standard WorldFIP speeds (see above). 
  Can send and read only one-byte variables. 
  Requires small size of memory. 
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The MicroFIP processor can run in two modes, standalone or microcontrolled. In this project 
only circuits using the standalone mode were used. The main feature of the standalone mode, 
with regards to this specific project, is that it provides only two variables (one input and one 
output variable) as opposed to the allowed eight variables for the microcontrolled mode. 
 
2.3 MODBUS/TCP 
 
The MOCBUS/TCP protocol belongs to the MODBUS family of automation control and 
supervision protocols. MODBUS/TCP is as the name implies intended for MODBUS 
messaging in a TCP/IP-network environment (i.e. Intranets and Internet). The most common 
use of the protocol is for attaching an Ethernet to programmable logic controllers (PLC’s), 
I/O-modules and gateways to other simple fieldbuses.  
 
Since there is already a consistent numbering of functions within the MODBUS protocol the 
interoperability with these functions must be taken into account. This is achieved by 
classifying the functions as conformance classes. Conformance class 0 represents the 
universally implementable basic read/write functions, which are fully consistent across 
different implementations; class 1 represents universally implementable, more advanced 
read/write functions; class 2 represents somewhat less consistent data transfer functions used 
for e.g. supervision. Besides these classes there are also other machine/vendor/network 
specific functions that are not appropriate for interoperability purposes at all, since they are 
too machine-dependent (e.g. diagnostics and firmware replacement functions). 
 
2.3.1 The MODBUS/TCP frames 
 
The MODBUS/TCP requests and responses are preceded by a seven-byte header, the ModBus 
Application Protocol, or MBAP, header: 

 
 

2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes

Transaction ID Length Unit IDProtocol ID 

1 byte

DATA MB func

1 byte  n bytes (n <= 256)      
 

byte 0:  transaction identifier - copied by server - usually 0 
byte 1:  transaction identifier - copied by server - usually 0 
byte 2:  protocol identifier = 0 
byte 3:  protocol identifier = 0 
byte 4:  length field (upper byte) = 0 (since all messages are smaller than 256) 
byte 5:  length field (lower byte) = number of bytes following 
byte 6:  unit identifier 
 
The MBAP header is followed by: 
 
byte 7:  MODBUS function code. 
byte 8  
onward:  Optional data (in ‘big-endian’ format). 
 
Byte 5, the length field byte, is needed in the MODBUS functions where the amount of 
transmitted data can vary, but also when the recipient must be able to identify the message 
boundaries correctly when the transmission is split up between several packets. 
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Byte 6, the ‘slave address’ field used in MODBUS is replaced in MODBUS/TCP by a single 
byte ‘unit identifier’. This identifier may be used to support communication with multiple 
independent end units through a single IP-address, e.g. in a gateway. 
 
The error correction checksum fields usually found in MODBUS are not implemented in 
MODBUS/TCP since the checksums used in the TCP/IP and link layer (e.g. Ethernet) provide 
adequate verification of the transmission. 
 
Any errors occurring during transmission are signalled by a two-byte exception message. The 
first byte is a specific code added to the function code of the request. The second byte 
indicates the reason for the exception. 
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3 The Project 
 
3.1 The basic lab setup 
 
The network setup was implemented essentially as outlined in the work description. As 
central hub for the network there was the Ethernet/WorldFIP module, called EtherFIP, which 
was connected to both an Ethernet and a WorldFIP bus, for which the EtherFIP acted as 
permanent bus arbitrator. On the WorldFIP bus, the MicroFIP and FullFIP2 cards were 
connected as required for the different tasks, whereas the Ethernet side of the network had a 
static setup with a Schneider programmable logic controller (PLC) and a PC workstation 
connected. Both the PLC and the EtherFIP module were configured, programmed, operated 
and supervised from the PC. Programming of the PLC was done in the hardware specific 
program PL7, whereas the EtherFIP module was programmed in C. 
 
3.2 The EtherFIP module 
 
The EtherFIP module can be schematically described as in figure 1. The module uses a 
Motorola 68000-based system running the embedded operating system Microware OS-9, 
which allowed for multitasking. In order to enable the processor to communicate with both 
the Ethernet and WorldFIP two separate programs were running in parallel, each program 
handling the communication on one of the networks. The two programs were called 
Modbusserver and WorldFIPserver, with the former managing the data blocks dmPLCout and 
dmPLCin (where ‘dm’ is short for ‘data module’). These blocks contain the TCP/IP-
embedded MODBUS data coming from respectively being sent to the PLC. The 
WorldFIPserver manages the FIPPLCout and FIPPLCin data blocks for data being sent to and 
received from the WorldFIP network respectively. There are also two intermediate data 
blocks shared between the programs used for the exchange of data between dmPLCout and 
FIPPLCout, and between dmPLCin and FIPPLCin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – The EtherFIP module 

 

Ethernet network 

WorldFIP bus 

WorldFIPserver 
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Modbusserver 
program 

dmPLCout dmPLCin 

FIPPLCout FIPPLCin 
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FullFIP 
units 

MicroFIP/ 
FullFIP 
units 

MicroFIP/ 
FullFIP 
units 
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A command from the PLC to a WorldFIP unit is first transmitted over the Ethernet in 
MODBUS/TCP format to the EtherFIP module where the Modbusserver puts the data in the 
dmPLCout data block. It is then transferred to the first intermediate data block and then to the 
FIPPLCout data block in the WorldFIPserver program. The WorldFIPserver writes and reads 
data on the WorldFIP bus according to the instructions in the command. Any data to be 
returned to the PLC is placed in the FIPPLCin data block. After passing through the second 
intermediate data block the data is transferred to the dmPLCin data block in the 
Modbusserver, whereupon the Modbusserver sends the data to the PLC over the Ethernet. The 
task of conversion between MODBUS/TCP and WorldFIP commands is split up between the 
Modbusserver and the WorldFIPserver. An example of the WorldFIPserver code may be 
found in appendix A. 
 
As for the intermediate data blocks, their presence might need some explanation. The reason 
why they were introduced was that the only way for the two programs to communicate is 
through shared data blocks that both programs may access. If one program, though, is reading 
the shared data block when suddenly the other program starts writing in the same data block, 
the communication will be corrupted. In order to prevent this the programs must be able to 
have mutually exclusive access to the shared memory. This exclusive access was 
implemented using semaphores. A semaphore is a flag that a program raises when accessing 
the shared memory and lowers when releasing the shared memory. Any program attempting 
to access the shared memory must first check whether the flag is raised or not. In the former 
case the program will be put on hold until the flag is lowered, and in the latter case the 
program will gain access to the shared memory. The flag is then raised for as long as the 
program accesses the shared memory. 
 
At the beginning of the project a basic version of the EtherFIP module described above had 
already been created. It could however only handle MODBUS/TCP commands of 
conformance class 0, i.e. the most basic commands available, and could only have one 
MicroFIP card connected to the WorldFIP bus. 
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4 Tasks performed in the project 
 
4.1 Work description 
 
Reproduced below is the work description defined at CERN. 
 
Subject : " To put into communication WorldFIP equipment with SCHNEIDER and 
SIEMENS PLCs though Ethernet as shown below. The integration of data stamping and 
synchronisation will eventually be studied". 
 
 

 
 

. WorldFIPConfigurator

. Supervision

. Operation

. PC Application

. Development Workstation
    with HAWK ("C").
. Sensor/Actuator control
....

 ETHERNET

 WorldFIP-1  (31.25 Kb/s, 1,  2,5,  5 &  25 Mb/s)

. MICROFIP or FULLFIP
  application (CERN)
. Clock & Timestamping
. Stack TCP/ip
. Modbus-TCP/ip Protocol
. HTTP server

PLC
Application

PC
Workstation

. Application & BA (FULLFIP2 or 3)

. NTP client & Time producer

. Stack TCP/ip (socket)

. Modbus-TCP/ip  Protocol

. Router

Alspa VNTC/WNTC

C  E  G  E  L  E  C

NTP
Server

Agent
(2)

WorldFIP/Ethernet
Coupler

"ETHERFIP"

Bridge
WorldFIP/Hart

FULLFIP
FULLFIP

Agent
(n)

MICROFIP

Agent
(1)

IOLIKFIP
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While the basic idea of the work description remained, the specific tasks actually assigned 
were as follows: 
 

0. Learn about the MODBUS, MODBUS/TCP and WorldFIP protocols. Learn how to 
use the PLC and programming using PL7 software.  

 
1. Implement PLC-to-MicroFIP communication with more than one MicroFIP card. 

 
2. Implement PLC-to-MicroFIP communication with a FullFIP2 card. 

 
3. Test EtherFIP compatibility with the more advanced MODBUS/TCP commands from 

the so-called conformance class 2. 
 

4. Program the EtherFIP module to cyclically read three different inputs on one channel, 
using multiplexers fitted on a MicroFIP card. 

 
5. Program a PLC to read input from a GPS receiver, extract the time from the signal and 

use the time stamp for synchronising the clock in the PLC with GPS time. 
 
 
4.2 Development tasks 
 
The above tasks were refined and redefined during the course of the work, and finally became 
the following development tasks: 
 
1-1. Enable the PLC to write data to, and read data from any of two MicroFIP cards 

through the gateway. 
1-2. Optimize the PLC-gateway-MicroFIP communication. 
 
2-1. Enable the PLC to send data to, and read data from a FullFIP2 card. 
 
3-1. Implement MODBUC/TCP conformance class 2 commands. 
  
4-1. Enable the PLC to cyclically send data to, and read data from three separate sensors 

connected to a MicroFIP card by the use of multiplexers. 
4-2. Enable the PLC to cyclically send data to, and read data from seven separate sensors 

connected to a MicroFIP card by the use of multiplexers, and at the same time 
communicate with a second MicroFIP card connected to the bus. 

 
5-1. Program a PLC that reads data frames from a GPS receiver through a serial interface, 

and extracts the time stamp from the data frames. 
5-2. Use the time stamp extracted in 4-1 for updating and synchronising the clock in the 

PLC with GPS time. Perform further synchronisation experiments. 
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4.3 Work performed 
 
Below follows a basic description of the work performed for each of the development tasks: 
 
1-1. Changing the WorldFIPserver part of the EtherFIP module making it able to 

communicate with two MicroFIP cards on the bus was very straightforward but at the 
same time very complicated. The programming in itself was fairly straightforward, but 
required a thorough knowledge of all the parts of programs for the EtherFIP module 
and the PLC, their respective programming and communication software, as well as 
the MODBUS/TCP and WorldFIP protocols. Thus much time was spent on studying 
documentation and practising with the software used. 

 
1-2. Here some change and optimisation were made both for the Modbusserver and the 

WorldFIPserver programs, which also needed to be adapted in order to preserve 
proper communication between the two programs. 

 
2-1. Connecting a FullFIP2 device to the bus presented two major challenges: 

a) All variables on the WorldFIP bus need to be configured upon start-up of the 
BA, a configuration which was very different from the one used for MicroFIP. 

b) With the FullFIP2 device accepting variables as long as 44 bytes, much of the 
WorldFIPserver code needed rewriting. 

 
3-1. The update for the more advanced MODBUS/TCP commands of conformance class 2 

was mainly in the Modbusserver part of the gateway. The changes made a substantial 
update of the WorldFIPserver necessary. 

 
4-1. A solution with multiplexers was conceived in order to make possible connection of 

more than one sensor to a MicroFIP card: The one-byte data sent to the MicroFIP card 
was split up into one three-bit address and one five-bit data segment. The address was 
used by the multiplexer choosing the active input device to which the data segment 
should be sent. The MicroFIP card then broadcast the input received from the 
specified input device. The WorldFIPserver cycles through all addresses continuously 
performing this operation. Although the three-byte address could in theory 
accommodate up to 23=8 channels, one channel was needed to trigger the multiplexer, 
and the available multiplexer card could only use two of the bits, thereby effectively 
reducing the number of channels to 22-1=3 channels.  

 
4-2. Later on a full version of the above multiplexer card with seven channels, was 

designed. Although the work on this card may seem to to be an extension of that 
described in 4-1, it caused great trouble. The Modbusserver, the WorldFIPserver and 
the program managing the BA functions all had their own timing parameters. When 
using all seven channels of the multiplexer, the amount of variables on the bus called 
for a modification of one of the timing parameters, the BA scanning cycle time, which 
caused all of the timing between the programs to fail. After working with the rest of 
the group trying to solve the timing problem analytically without success, the problem 
turned into a pure guessing game. Sacrificing quite a bit of efficiency in the code, we 
eventually came up with a stable set of parameters, and it was then quite easy to 
implement the parallel communication with another simple MicroFIP card. 
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5-1. Through a standard serial interface and a coaxial cable the PLC was connected to a 
GPS receiver, which sent out two signals: a signal giving a pulse on the coaxial cable 
once every full second standard GPS time, and a signal on the serial interface giving 
the time (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) for the next pulse on the coaxial 
cable. Using these signals, the PLC could synchronise its clock extremely close to 
GPS time, as mentioned in 5-2. There were, however, problems reading both signals 
since the pulse was too short to be detected by the PLC, and the serial interface would 
just not work for reasons we never managed to identify. The first problem was 
resolved with some electronics, and the problem with the serial interface just 
disappeared after two weeks. 

 
5-2. The time data extracted in 5-1 was intended to be used for updating the clock of the 

PLC, and ultimately for synchronisation of PLCs., This work, however, could not be 
completed within the project schedule. 
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5 Conclusions and future development 
 
The functionality of the EtherFIP module is greatly enhanced with the added possibility for 
simultaneous communication with many different WorldFIP units, including both FullFIP2 
and MicroFIP. The EtherFIP module also accepts the more advanced MODBUS/TCP 
conformance class 2 commands, and is capable of running with the intended MicroFIP 
multiplexers. 
 
The immediate future development on the EtherFIP module will be directed towards 
increasing the accuracy of the timing between the programs running in the module, and later 
on, interfacing the module to the actual control systems where it will be implemented. 
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Appendix A 
 
An example of the WorldFIPserver code. This particular code concerns development task 3-1, 
i.e. communication with three sensors connected to a multiplexer on a MicroFIP card. 
 
#include <fdm_spfip.h> 
#include <semaphore.h> 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <global.h> 
 
extern int _glob_data; 
          
extern int spfip_initialize(char * descr_name); 
extern int spfip_tics_counter(int no_canal); 
extern FDM_AE_LE_REF *spfip_ae_le_create (int no_canal, int  Flg ); 
extern unsigned short spfip_ae_le_start(int no_canal, FDM_AE_LE_REF *ae_le_ref); 
extern unsigned short spfip_ae_le_stop(int no_canal, FDM_AE_LE_REF *ae_le_ref); 
 
extern unsigned short spfip_ae_le_delete(int no_canal, FDM_AE_LE_REF *ae_le_ref); 
extern unsigned short spfip_ae_le_get_state(int no_canal, FDM_AE_LE_REF *ae_le_ref); 
extern FDM_MPS_VAR_REF * spfip_mps_var_create (int no_canal, int *err, FDM_AE_LE_REF *ae_le_ref, 
FDM_XAE *Var); 
extern FDM_MPS_READ_STATUS spfip_mps_var_read_loc (int no_canal, int *err, FDM_MPS_VAR_REF  
*var_ref, FDM_MPS_VAR_DATA *Buffer ); 
extern unsigned short spfip_mps_var_write_loc (int no_canal, int *err, FDM_MPS_VAR_REF  *var_ref , 
USER_BUFFER_TO_READ Buffer); 
 
extern  
 
 
/*----------------------------------------------------*/ 
 
FDM_XAE Var_Echange_Prod_03 =   
{ 
 { 
  0,     /* Type.Reserved */ 
  1,     /* Type.Position */ 
  VAR_PRODUCED,   /* Type.Communication */ 
  1,     /* Type.Scope */ 
  0,     /* Type.With_Time_Var */ 
  1,     /* Type.Refreshment */ 
  0,     /* Type.Indication */ 
  0,     /* Type.Priority */ 
  0,     /* Type.RQa */ 
  0,     /* Type.MSGa */ 
 }, 
 0x0503,      /* ID  */ 
 2,      /* Var_Length */ 
 1000000,      /* Refreshment_Period */ 
 0,      /* Promptness_Period */ 
 0,      /* Rank */ 
 { 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
 } 
}; 
 
FDM_XAE Var_Echange_Cons_03 = 
{ 
 { 
  0,     /* Type.Reserved */ 
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  1,     /* Type.Position */ 
  VAR_CONSUMED,   /* Type.Communication */ 
  1,     /* Type.Scope */ 
  0,     /* Type.With_Time_Var */ 
  1,     /* Type.Refreshment */ 
  0,     /* Type.Indication */ 
  0,     /* Type.Priority */ 
  0,     /* Type.RQa */ 
  0,     /* Type.MSGa */ 
 }, 
 0x0603,      /* ID  */ 
 2,      /* Var_Length */ 
 1000000,      /* Refreshment_Period */ 
 1000000,      /* Promptness_Period */ 
 1,      /* Rank */ 
 { 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
  NULL, 
 } 
}; 
 
 
   
FDM_AE_LE_REF *AE_LE_Ref1; 
 
FDM_MPS_VAR_REF *Var_Ech_Prod_Ref; 
FDM_MPS_VAR_REF *Var_Ech_Cons_Ref; 
 
 
FDM_MPS_READ_STATUS Read_Status; 
FDM_MPS_VAR_DATA Var_Data; 
 
 
int16 val,valwrite,valwrite1,valwrite2; 
unsigned char FIP_PlcIn[2048]; 
unsigned char FIP_PlcOut[2048]; 
 
int err,b1,adresse_buffer,user_buffer; 
char *creatdatamod(char *, int ); 
 
semaphore *sema; 
 
swap16(int16 valswap) 
{ 
 return(  ((valswap>>8)&0x00ff) + ((valswap<<8)&0xff00)  ); 
} 
 
 
int sig=1; 
 
inter ( signal ) 
{ 
 sig=0; 
} 
 
 
void main(int argc, char* argv[], char* envp[]) 
{ 
 path_id path; 
 struct sockaddr_in *sin; 
 char* devname = NULL; 
 int found, i; 
 int adrd; 
 unsigned short ale_stat; 
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     spf_ss_pb  npb; 
 char mess[200]; 
 char* adr1 =NULL; 
 unsigned short result; 
 int slp; 
 int err; 
 int trigger_mode=0; 
 unsigned char data; 
 unsigned char address; 
 unsigned char data_and_address; 
 unsigned char address_stable=0; 
     
 _FipDataModule *PtFipDataModule; 
 
 PtFipDataModule = ( _FipDataModule *) creatdatamod("FipBox",sizeof(_FipDataModule) ); 
 
 adrd = atoi (*++argv); 
  
 printf("adresse des donnees %x\n", PtFipDataModule); 
 intercept(inter); 
 
 printf("adrd %d \n",adrd); 
 
  
  devname = "/fipp2"; 
     
 if ((path = open(devname, 1)) == -1) { 
  printf("can't open '%s'\n", devname); 
  exit(errno); 
 } 
 
     
 AE_LE_Ref1 = spfip_ae_le_create (path,4,CHANGE_NOT_ALLOWED);  
 printf(" ae_le_ref %x \n",AE_LE_Ref1); 
 
    ale_stat=spfip_ae_le_get_state(path,AE_LE_Ref1); 
 printf("ae_le_state : %d \n",ale_stat); 
 
  
 Var_Ech_Prod_Ref= spfip_mps_var_create (path,&err, AE_LE_Ref1, &Var_Echange_Prod_03); 
  printf("var_create_prod ref %x err %x \n",Var_Ech_Prod_Ref,err); 
 
    Var_Ech_Cons_Ref= spfip_mps_var_create (path,&err, AE_LE_Ref1, &Var_Echange_Cons_03); 
  printf("var_create_cons ref %x err %x \n",Var_Ech_Cons_Ref,err); 
 
 
 
 ale_stat=spfip_ae_le_get_state(path,AE_LE_Ref1); 
 printf("ae_le_state : %d \n",ale_stat); 
 
 result = spfip_ae_le_start(path,AE_LE_Ref1); 
 printf("ae_le_start %d \n",result); 
 
 
  if ( init_semaphore("toto",&sema) ){printf("erreur init %d\n",errno); 
  exit(0); 
  } 
 
     val=0; 
  while(sig) 
  { 
   
   if (!trigger_mode){ 
 
     Read_Status=spfip_mps_var_read_loc (path,&err, Var_Ech_Cons_Ref, &Var_Data ); 
 
       FIP_PlcIn[0] =  Var_Data.FBuffer[1]; 
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       FIP_PlcIn[1] =  Var_Data.FBuffer[0]; 
 
 
     /* reservation data module evec semaphore */ 
    if ( err=_os_sema_p(sema) ){ 
     printf("erreur prise %d\n",err); 
     exit(0); 
    } 
 
    PtFipDataModule->dmPlcIn[0] = FIP_PlcIn[0]; 
    PtFipDataModule->dmPlcIn[1] = (FIP_PlcIn[1]>>3); 
 
 
    FIP_PlcOut[0] = PtFipDataModule->dmPlcOut[0];  /* word read from PL7 */ 
    FIP_PlcOut[1] = PtFipDataModule->dmPlcOut[1];  /* is split into two */ 
    FIP_PlcOut[2] = PtFipDataModule->dmPlcOut[2];  /* bytes, odd numbers */ 
    FIP_PlcOut[3] = PtFipDataModule->dmPlcOut[3];  /* are lower bytes */ 
 
    /* address read from first word, data from second */   
  
 
    if ( err=_os_sema_v(sema) ){ 
     printf("erreur liberation %d\n",err); 
     exit(0); 
    } 
 
    ++address_stable; 
    address = address_stable; 
    data = FIP_PlcOut[3]; 
    trigger_mode = 1; 
 
   }     /* end of if (!triggermode) */ 
    
 
   else if (trigger_mode){ 
    address = 0x00; 
    trigger_mode = 0; 
 
   }     /* end of else if (triggermode) */ 
 
 
   /* generate output, via variables data and address */ 
   data_and_address = ( (address & 0x07) | ((data<<3) & 0xF8) ); 
      
   result=spfip_mps_var_write_loc (path,&err, Var_Ech_Prod_Ref, &data_and_address); 
          
   printf("var_write %x \n",data_and_address); 
 
 
       
      if (!Read_Status.Non_Significant) 
    { 
     int size; 
     int i; 
      
     size = Var_Data.Pdu_Length; 
     printf("Read %d ",size); 
     for (i=0; i < size; i++){ 
     printf ("%02X ", Var_Data.FBuffer[i]); 
    } 
   printf ("\n"); 
 
   address_stable = address_stable<3 ? address_stable : 0; 
 
   } 
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  slp=100; 
  _os9_sleep(&slp); 
 
   } 
 
  if ( term_semaphore("toto",sema) ){ 
   printf("erreur fin %d\n",err); 
   exit(0); 
  } 
 
 
  printf("Program aborted, please wait \n"); 
 
  spfip_ae_le_stop(path, AE_LE_Ref1); 
  tsleep(200); 
  spfip_ae_le_delete(path, AE_LE_Ref1); 
  tsleep(200); 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




